We present a fully automatic method for obtaining an initial estimate of endocardial border in short axis echo cardiographic videos at two different levels of left ventricle (LV). The geometry of the acoustic window along with circular Hough transform and image statistics is used to robustly identify the region of interest, which encloses left ventricle, irrespective of image quality and level of left ventricle at which image was acquired. Again in the region of interest, left ventricle center point (LVCP) was identified by image statistics. The approximate LV border was detected by radial gradient search with magnitude as well as direction and then smoothing it locally and temporally. The results were validated by comparing computer generated boundaries to those manually outlined by one expert on ten data sets each containing 28 frames over full cardiac cycle. The mean error in the boundaries was ±2mm. Directional radial gradient search along with temporal constraints from adjacent frames gives a better initial estimate of the LV boundary. The contour for each of the frame so obtained may serve a good initialization to optimize it by automated methods based on active contours.
INTRODUCTION
Amongst the various medical imaging modalities, two dimensional (2D) echocardiography is valuable for patients with heart diseases. It is noninvasive, real time, easy to use in clinical environment and offers relatively low cost solution as compared to other modalities. For diagnostic applications, quantification of the various chambers of the heart is essential. A large number of functional cardiac parameters are obtained by shape and motion analysis of various chambers. To achieve this, segmentation task is carried out. Manual segmentation, as routinely carried by experts is time consuming and tedious due to fairly large number of images over full cardiac cycle. Again the manual method suffers from inter-observer and intraobserver variability in measurements. Hence there is a continuous increasing demand for the automated segmentation and quantification to support professionals in diagnosis. In recent years automated segmentation of heart chambers and in particular the left ventricle has received significant attention in 2D and 3D echocardiograms [1] . However automatic edge definition and subsequent segmentation in echocardiograhic images is difficult due to presence of speckle noise, poor contrast, inherent dropouts, inter-cavity structures and variability of data along with orientation and positioning of transducer. It has been shown that use of temporal information results in better segmentation as it follows the approach of human expert in delineation. Several attempts have been reported towards the semiautomatic and fully automatic segmentation of left ventricle from sequence of 2D image sequences [2] - [5] . An automatic fuzzy based method for estimating left ventricle border was proposed by Setaredhan et.al in [6] . However during template matching process it requires the diameter information to be fed manually. Methods based on morphological image processing are better suited for the images when the ventricular cavity is free from anatomical structures [7] . These methods are less suitable for short axis images due to presence of papillary muscles.
In this paper, we present a approach to automatically locate the endocardial contour of left ventricle in short axis echocardiographic image sequences at different levels of LV. Hough transform, directional gradient search and temporal smoothing is used to find the initial estimate of endocardial contour in each of the frames in the video sequence.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, Hough transform implementation to find approximately the LV cavity and LVCP is presented. Section 3 describes the radial gradient search and local smoothing to obtain rough endocardial border. Temporal refinement of the border to get an initial estimate close to actual is also presented in this section. In Section 4, we present the results of the proposed techniques and, finally conclusions drawn and future work is discussed in Section 5.
LV CENTER POINT ESTIMATION

Image preprocessing
The echocardiographic videos used in this study were short axis parasternal images at two different levels of left ventricle mainly mid papillary and apical, obtained from different subjects. These videos consisted of 93 frames over four cardiac cycles for each level of LV. These were acquired on GE Vingmed Ultrasound, VIVID7 in routine clinical environment. The images in each video were 434 x 636 true color with 8 bit bit-depth in DICOM format. A frame rate of 35 was attained during acquisition. Later on,Gray scale conversion of the images was done with 256 levels. The video sequences for one complete cardiac cycle were used for estimation of LV border. Echo images contain speckle noise which lead to incorrect gradient estimation. Hence speckle reducing anisotropic diffusion (SRAD) filtering as proposed by Scott T. Acton et.al. was used [8] . The method proposed by them for reducing speckles in echo images exploits the instantaneous coefficient of variation, a function of local gradient magnitude and Laplacian operators. In the numerical implementation we used δt = 0.008 and threshold of 5. This reduced the speckles and at the same time preserved the edge information for further feature extraction.
Circular Hough Transform
The center point of the left ventricle is found by first finding the circular region enclosing it. This is obtained from the candidate points of epicardial border as well as by circular approximation for LV cavity. This is valid for the short axis echocardiographic views under consideration in this paper. The circle in cartesian coordinates is defined by:
where (a, b) is the center coordinate of the circle and r is the radius of the circle. Thus the parameter space is three dimensional: (a, b, r ). Each point in image space gives rise to a locus of voting points in the 3D Hough space. However, as gradient direction of each candidate point is known we use following parameterizable representation:
where θ represents the gradient direction of point (x, y) and x0 , y0 are the center coordinates. Thus the search is reduced from 2D to single dimension. Now the radius r is varied in equations 2 and 3 to compute x0 and y0 and the accumulator is updated. The algorithm was framed as:
1. For all image pixels gradient magnitude Gg(x, y) and direction θg is computed.
2. Pixels for voting were identified by threshold for gradient magnitude and corresponding θg.
3. Radius range was fixed according to level at which the video was acquired.
4. For each radius value the accumulator was updated.
5. Global and local maximas in the accumulator were identified.
Local estimates of curvature, its sign and edge strength are used in the implementation to improve the efficiency of the voting and Hough space interrogation. The algorithm was implemented in MAT-LAB 2006a on P-IV machine running on 2.1 GHz. The parameters of the algorithm were optimized and applied to the video sequences. The average time for each frame was about 10.3 seconds. The center coordinates of the detected circle(s) in all the frames were statistically correlated and those falling outside the acoustic window were rejected. Again in case of concentric circles, the largest circle was picked up. In final step the center coordinates and radii were chosen for defining region of interest after taking into consideration the statistics of corresponding center points in all the frames in the sequence for one cardiac cycle. Figures 1 and 2 show two frames from the video sequence, each from different level of LV, before and after application of circular Hough transform.
LVCP Determination
The LVCP was carried out by many researchers [8] and [10] - [11] . The Morphological approach as presented in [8] is better suited Fig. 1 . Frame before and after circle detection at mid papillary level for cavities in which any anatomical structure is not present. However this approach is not much suitable for short axis echo images where papillary muscles are present in the cavity. In [10] , the LVCP estimate is presented using matched circular arc filters. In [11] authors have presented a novel approach of LVCP detection based on fuzzy sets and template matching. Three common characteristics of the LVCP in short axis echo images under consideration are:
• LVCP is a dark pixel in the blood pool.
• It is located approximately in the central part of the image.
• The deviation in its location is small and subjected to transducer position and heart motion in the acoustic window.
These features are considered for this paper. The center coordinates of the circle and their radii for each of the frames in the sequence were obtained by the application of Hough transform. We have chosen the center points based on the geometry of acoustic window. The center point for left ventricle was taken as the average of all the center points of circles in region of interest. This approach does not pose a serious limitation as the motion of center point over a cardiac cycle does not deviate to a large extent. Further the gradient search with histogram statistics is employed, which overcomes the minor deviations of center points as calculated by averaging in individual frames.
Fig. 2. Frame before and after circle detection at apical level
ENDOCARDIAL BOUNDARY ESTIMATION
Radial Gradient Search
After locating an approximate center of the left ventricle, the radial gradient search was carried out on each of the frame. The search was carried out on radial lines originating from LVCP at an angular interval of one degree apart. Interior of LV is relatively dark and pixel intensities at LV boundary are high. Thus the sharpness of the positive step edges outward from the LVCP is characteristic feature of boundary point. However, in short axis echo images presence of papillary muscles effects the border detection owing to echoes due to them. To overcome this problem we adopt a different strategy. The mean cavity radius MCRm of LV in binary image was determined from histogram statistics. The search was now carried for the pixels lying on the radial vector of length from MCRm to that of radius R of the detected circle for that particular frame. We use the directional gradient as presented in [12] . The Magnitude Gg and direction θg of the gradient are obtained from Gx, Gy as follows:
θg(x, y) = (Gx(x, y) − iGy(x, y))
If θb be the angle of a LV border point with reference to LVCP. Then the directional gradient Gd is given by:
For LV boundary, only positive intensity changes are identified along radial lines from originating from the LVCP. Again the threshold for gradient (GT ) was obtained automatically from the histogram. Hence boundary pixel was identified on following criterion:
1. For angle (θ) = 1:360 in steps of 1 degree.
2. For radial vectors R(θ) of length = MCRm to R.
3. For pixels with positive Gd and gradient threshold > GT .
Boundary (x, y) = Coordinates determined by (R(θ), θ).
The contour thus obtained was smoothed out by locally weighted scatter plot smoothing using least squares linear polynomial fitting. A span of 10 % was used to implement this standard MATLAB function. Further smoothing was carried out by fitting spline through the data points with minimizing the maximum square distance between the data points.The image pixels within the circular area of minimum cavity radius were not considered. This resulted in including papillary muscles within the LV cavity as recommended by American Society of Echocardiography.
Temporally Constrained Refinement
Segmentation is an inherent spatio-temporal process. In manual segmentation, echocardiologist gets important visual clues of the border pixels moving in and out over a sequence of images in the cardiac cycle. This temporal information is used for deciding the presence of the border pixels. Thus temporal information is effectively used for continuity in segmentation inspite of the dropouts in individual frames. Researchers have utilized the temporal aspect in many different ways. A temporal learning filter with a window of ten frames is proposed in [5] . Friedland et.al. have used the temporal continuity element with transformation of coordinate system [13] . Chalana et.al. have considered the temporal component in active contour model [14] . We propose temporal continuity in the neighborhood of three frames:
1. For i th frame the j th border pixel will lie in the bounds setup by (i − 1) th and (i + 1) th frame.
2. Presence of drop out pixels in a frame was taken by temporal continuity from adjacent frames over an interval of three fames.
RESULTS
The proposed methods for radial gradient search utilizing both magnitude and direction as well as temporal and local smoothing were implemented in MATLAB 2006a on P-IV 2.1 GHz PC. Fig.  3 shows the result of application of the above algorithm in two selected frames. The endocardial border estimation was done on more than ten video sequences at two different levels of left ventricle for all the frames. The contour estimated by computer in each case was compared with that drawn by expert. Contours were estimated automatically in all the frames of a given video sequence. The contour estimation was carried out on all the available data sets. Table 1 shows the maximum and mean error at different levels. 
CONCLUSION
The proposed method for fully automatic estimation of initial endocardial border in short axis echocardiographic sequences is based on LVCP detection and subsequent radial search with gradient magnitude and direction. The initial contour is further smoothed locally and temporally. Temporal constraints from the adjacent frames ensure initial estimation close to actual endocardial border and its suitability for further refinement. Our method may be benefitted with temporal constraints and continuity information mapped globally from the frames of sequence on to the current frame. The method presented here does not require any user intervention. The contour for each frame so obtained may serve a good initialization for it's optimization by methods based on active contours.
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